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Robert L. Lighty, MEGA
Chairman of the Board

arines, as the dark and cold
winter season here in PA
shifts to Spring’s bright light and
new growth, I write this message
optimistically as I look forward to
the months ahead. While it may
seem that things have been quiet
in the past few months, we have
been swamped working behind the
scenes on several projects.

Our Bylaws review is almost complete. Our mailer was
a great reminder to update all contact information while
sharing MEGA news. We also reached out to former
members requesting updated addresses and possible
membership renewal. I enjoyed the personal conversations
with many former members. What struck me the most was
that these members appreciate their MEGA membership.
Still, most of them got busy with their personal lives.
As I wrap up my two-year tenure as Chairman (which will
officially end at our April Board of Director’s meeting), I have
become passionate about yet another MEGA project, which
I will continue to work on as a member.
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the current Marine Security Guard figure at the museum
with a factual representation of who we are. Like other
commemorative symbols of the Marine Corps, this figure,
such as the colossal Iwo Jima or the singular World War I
Iron Mike, will inspire the 450,000 museum visitors. With
their full cooperation, the Marine Corps Embassy Security
Group from Quantico, VA, will actively select the live model
to represent the current typical Marine Security Guard. Our
duty and obligation are to preserve Marine Corps history
with the most accurate and respectful representation. In
essence, we have built a working relationship with the
Marine Corps Embassy Security Group.
I must thank the hard work and dedication of our elected
officials and volunteer committee members. We have
realigned the administrative functions of the Board, which
will bring about clarification of duties and responsibilities.
Finally, I want to thank you, the members, for your support.
Without you, there would be no MEGA. I’m excited to see
where we can take this organization in the next few years.
Semper Fidelis,
Bob Lighty
Chairman of the Board

In response to the expressed concerns from both present
and past Marine Embassy Guards who have visited our
National Museum of the Marine Corps in Quantico, we are
organizing a fundraising campaign. The aim is to replace

2022 REUNION AND CONVENTION.

Due to several factors, the Board of Directors has decided to
cancel the 2022 reunion and focus on the 2023 reunion in the
April/May time frame.
MORE DETAILS TO FOLLOW
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Leading By Example: A Special Shout Out to
MEGA Chairman Bob Lighty
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By John Burke, Vice Chairman

John Burke

As MEGA prepares for its annual
election to fill officer and board of
director positions, I want to take
this opportunity to give a special
“Shout Out” to Bob Lighty, the
current Chairman of the Board,
for his dedication to MEGA and
the most critical asset of the
organization — our members.

As Vice-Chairman, I’ve had the pleasure to work alongside
Bob. Working together, we prepared for quarterly board
meetings, brainstormed about website improvements, built
our social media presence, and improved communications
with our membership and between board members.
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Thank you, Bob, for your tireless commitment to progress
and action. You set high expectations for yourself and those
around you because you are in it to win it, and you know it
takes a team to get it done.
Under Bob’s leadership and the hard work of our Board
and Committee Members, we held a successful reunion,
maintained an entire board of directors, strengthened ties with
the Marine Corps Embassy Security Group (MCESG), increased
our membership, and deepened our communications with
membership via surveys and on social media.
As we prepare to seat new board members and a new
chairman, please join me in thanking Bob Lighty for all he
has done for MEGA and for leading by example.
You’ve made the organization stronger and positioned it
for success.

From the MEGA Chaplain
By David M. Hale
First, I am honored to serve our membership as your chaplain, and I’m here to help our members
any way I can. Below is just an overview of chaplaincy, albeit I am a Christian.
Chaplaincy has many purposes. One of its primary purposes is to help persons grow in their
relationship with God and one another. We are to remind all Americans that God is the source of
all rights and privileges. Also, we serve as a reminder of the transcendent and seek to develop
an environment within which MEGA members are encouraged in their personal and collective
moral and spiritual growth.

David Hale

The Marine Embassy Guard Association is comprehensive in nature, embracing all religions, faiths, and denominations
within its ranks. The chaplaincy is non-denominational and non-sectarian wishes to minister to the spiritual needs of all
without regard to either affiliation or non-affiliation.
Chaplains seek to minister to people wherever there is a need. For many, chaplains are the only ministers they will ever
know, as they have no affiliation with church, synagogue, or other religious institution. The chaplain’s role is ever increasing
due to the aging of our membership. Each MEGA member should be alert to their comrades’ physical and spiritual needs.
The chaplain should be notified when there is death, illness, or particular concern in the membership. At that point, the
chaplain should provide all ministry and services available. God bless you all and Semper Fidelis!
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Thoughts from the Marine House
By Ed Vasgerdsian

C

all it Embassy Duty, Marine Security Guard, or MSG.
Fact is, it remains the best kept secret in the Corps.
Along with that, the Marine Corps is facing recruitment
problems. What can we expect? Should MSG standards
be lowered, thereby making it easier to enlist then move
in from a few weeks out of boot camp into the American
Embassy --------,----?
All right, first things first. They—people, men, and women—
ain’t joining up, so we need to make military service more
appealing. After several minutes of heated debate DemiPublicans and Repub-Crats have agreed to submit the
following nine recommendations to the Senate Committee
of American Military Preparedness (SCAMP). Approval will
ensure America that equal opportunity will be extended
to all who wish to serve. Translation: Making changes
thereby transforming the Marine Corps into something more
accessible to a wider populace.
1. Gender choice, i.e., men and women of hairstyles such as
shag, mullet, crew cut, mohawk, razor cut, a pompadour,
comb over will be considered personal choices, allowed
upon completion of Transition Training, i.e., Boot Camp.
However, styling gels, creams, and liniments will not be
government-issued.
2. A recommendation will be put forth for the
use of Food Court or Food Truck services
replacing the antiquated term and meal
service currently referred to as Chow Hall.
Additionally, meal services will accept
Open Table reservations at Guantanamo,
Iwakuni, and Camp Lejeune.
3. Overly zealous expressions, i.e., Barracks
Humor, must be approved in written
form before its use or dispensation.
As such, Military Mentors, i.e.,
Drill Instructors use of uncouth,
unflattering, and often pejorative
expressions such as candy ass, turd

gentler expressions of encouragement. Example: Hey
recruit, can you try running a little faster please, rather
than, Get the lead out of your ass, Private.
4. Men and women previously denied a Marine Corps
enlistment application due to, Henna, or body piercing,
social club markings, i.e., tattoos of arms, legs, necks,
faces, eyelids, or hands, will no longer be frowned upon
or seen as detrimental to the enlistment process.
5. Near or farsighted, disorganized speech or behavior,
illiteracy, excessive drooling, acute alcoholism, a single
conviction of mail fraud, or bedwetting is not, I repeat is
not, a disincentive for application to flight school.
6. Those seeking employment as a Scout Sniper or Recon
Marine must adhere to the recommendation from the
joint military command’s decision on the use of nose
rings or loop earrings no larger than the size of an
American quarter.
7. On base utilization for Service Members stationed
at Twenty-Nine Palms, Marine Corps Base Hawaii,
and Marine Corps Mountain Warfare Training Center
(MCMWTC) of Lyft and Uber services will be restricted
during prescribed hours for designated ranks and
announced at Morning Attendance, i.e., Roll Call.
8.
Heads are to be identified as BRR (Binary
Rest Rooms).
9.
Dress uniforms will carry the Brooks
Brothers label for officers, Nordstrom label
for enlisted E-5s and above, and Carhartt
label for all others. Digital Cammies will
be replaced with the recruit’s choice of
scheme.
God and Chesty Puller,
help us.
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face, numbnuts, illiterate puke will
henceforth be banished from military
lexicons. Replaced by kinder and
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Korea. On behalf of the Board of Directors and the entire
membership, we thank WO Lampman for his service to
Country and Corps Semper Fi.

MCESG News
By MCESG Liasion Vince Downes
First, welcome home to the Kyiv Ukraine MSG Detachment.
With the current state of world affairs, we can appreciate our
MSGs on Post prepared to face new challenges and threats.
I have been honored to serve as MEGA/MCESG Liaison.
Command Staff of MCESG and personnel have always
treated MEGA with the highest respect. It is always a
pleasure to visit the Command and learn new things
about the program and, on a personal level, reminisce
with current and former MSGs currently assigned to the
schoolhouse.
In the coming months, MCESG will have numerous events that
will take place, and it will be my honor to represent MEGA.
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On April 28th, 2022, at 1000 hrs at Arlington National
Cemetery, I was invited to attend the interment of Life-Time
MEGA member WO George Lampman. For those who did
not have the opportunity to meet him, Mr. Lampman was one
of the first Seoul, Korea MSGs out on Post (class of 1949).
We acknowledged Mr. Lampman at our 2017 reunion with
the MEGA Founders Award plaque, MSG jacket, and an
American Flag flown over the American Embassy in Seoul,
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On June 24th, 2022, MCESG will hold a Change of
Command/Retirement ceremony for Colonel Keith Parrella;
I was in attendance when Colonel Parrella took Command
in 2019 from Colonel Taylor. On behalf of the BoD and the
MEGA membership, we wish the Colonel Godspeed, Fair
Winds, and Following Seas.
ê
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MEGA welcomes MCESG Commanding Officer Colonel
Kelly Frushour, who was previously assigned as
Commanding Officer of Region 7 (North and West Africa)
from May 2015 – to June 2017. Colonel Frushour’s new
assignment and the role come at a precarious time. Her
MSG command experience will prove to be a unique asset.
Will MCESG have a name change like Henderson Hall and
Marshall Hall? MCESG is currently awaiting the approval
and signature of the Commandant of the Marine Corps.
Several buildings on the compound will be dedicated to
several of our fallen MSG’s. Marshall Hall will forever remain
Marshall Hall and will have a rededication ceremony for that
building. The date and time will be determined for these
events, and I look forward to attending these ceremonies.

From the Scholarship Chairman
By David Hale

A

reminder from the Scholarship Committee that the application deadline for the MEGA scholarship for the 2022 school
year is fast approaching, and here is the announcement.

“The Marine Embassy Guard Association (MEGA) has an established scholarship fund which benefits the children and
grandchildren of former and active Marine Security Guards. Financial support for the fund comes from individuals,
corporations, and members participating in our auction event during the MEGA annual convention. This year we will award
three $500.00 scholarships to qualifying applicants. Those individuals who received the scholarship in 2021 will not be
eligible for the 2022 scholarship. A special scholarship is offered in the memory of MEGA member George Lampman, who
passed away last year. His family will be providing the support. This scholarship will be $2000.00, and all applicants will
be eligible, including the individuals who received the MEGA scholarship in 2021. No one individual will receive the MEGA
and George Lampman scholarship together. Please follow the application instructions. There will be no calls to ask for more
information. If your application is incomplete, it will not be accepted. NO EXCEPTIONS.
The MEGA Scholarship selection committee carefully reviews the scholarship applications submitted by applicants and
selects the most deserving recipients. The scholarship application is available at www.embassymarine.org.
THE DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS THIS YEAR IS 30 APRIL 2022.
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Marine Security Guard Kabul, Afghanistan
April 1959 - August 1960
By George B. Meegan

I

heard about MSG duty from a seagoing Marine while aboard the
USS Philippine Sea CVS-47. He was
a former MSG Athens, Greece.

to Kabul’s airport, a strip of dirt, gravel
based, with three-quarters of it covered
in water.
Ariana Afghan Airlines was underwritten
by Pan American Airlines and piloted
by American and Afghans. Three MSGs
warmly greeted me from the Kabul
detachment.

After completing sea duty in
September 1958, I was assigned to
Camp Pendleton. I re-enlisted with
a request for embassy duty and
in January 1959 received orders
for Fox Company Henderson Hall
Headquarters Marine Corps.
Instruction consisted of inspections
and classes on various subjects,
including training with the .38
Cal pistol and PT. In retrospect, I
believe much of our training was to see if we could work
under pressure. You got gigged for not shining the back of
your belt buckle. Chow at 0600. Classes until noon. Chow
followed by classes again until 1600. Chow at 1700, followed
by an inspection, thenTaps at 2200.
Embassy assignments were by school performance with
those with higher scores assigned to the more significant
capitals around the globe. We were issued civilian clothing
at Bond’s clothing store in Washington. Admittedly, not the
most fashionable, but more civilian clothes than most of us
had before.
I boarded a train for Charleston, SC, and my adventure
began. I was assigned to Kabul because the Marine initially
selected to go there had to have more dental work; he was
later posted to Rio de Janerio. Travel was done in civilian
clothing - coats and ties.
My travel orders were from Charleston to Wheelus AFB,
Libya, through the Azores. Engine trouble put us down
at Torreon, Spain, for two days. From Wheelus, we were
sidetracked to Dharan, Saudi Arabia, for seven days waiting
for a flight to Karachi, Pakistan. We had a one-day stop-over
then a flight to Kandahar, Afghanistan. The next day we flew
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Our Marine House was close to the
embassy compound in the Shari Nau
section of the city. And the ambassador’s
residence a few blocks away in the same
area. House staff consisted of cook,
gardener, cleaner, and head bacha.
The food was edible but consisted
mainly of local beef, tough chicken, local vegetables, and
potatoes. We supplemented our diet with a purchase from
the commissary. Our embassy supplement pay aided us in
defraying the cost of food supplements.
Overall, we were comfortable but freezing in the winter. Heat
consisted of a fireplace in the wall, which was supposed to
warm the room. All it did was warm the wall. We called it a
“Russian Stove.”
We were expected to discipline ourselves as mature young
adults. The older hands schooled us in our duties, and
Gunny laid down his policy on responsibility and conduct.
Gunny was old school; he’d allow one miscue. If you
screwed up twice, he’d drop the hammer.
We had three posts - embassy, attaches offices (located
approximately 3/4 of a mile away from the embassy), and
the ICA compound, which consisted of three buildings (810 miles away). Standard 8-hour watches, i.e., shakedown
initially for classified material, then hourly inspections of the
compound, installations, etc. We were not armed but had
access to weapons (.38 cal. Pistols). Communication was
via telephone. The embassy guard on duty called the house
to wake up the ongoing watch. An embassy driver was
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dispatched to deliver the relief to Post. Not a very secure
way for personnel, but that was the routine.
Our ambassador was Henry S. Byrode, MSG USA WWII
vet, a very astute diplomat. Ambassador Byrode was a
personable individual who played softball with the Marines
and attended our going away parties.
We were required to take MOS MCI courses. We had the
USIS library which was on the embassy compound and10day old newspapers. The Army Attaché also had a small
library in their building. I read every one of them during my
tour. With no TV, MSGs had a lot of free time. Mail Call every
ten days, in-flights were about once a week. We played
basketball and softball at a local park just down the street
from where we lived. We looked forward to meeting the
young woman attached to the embassy. Fortunately, we had
no problems socializing. I, another watchstander, and the
NCOIC all met our wives there. I got married during my 2nd
MSG posting in Beirut, Lebanon. My bride of 61 years has
been with me throughout my Marine Corps career.
We also had a membership to the International Club, where
we had access to a swimming pool, bar, restaurant, and
tennis court. The Air Attache brought in movies enabling
a movie night at the Marionette House for friends, and the
embassy had movie nights at the embassy auditorium.

MEGA NEWSLETTER

My tour as an MSG
allowed me to get
to know people
up close and learn
to value my own
country more.
Since my retirement
from active duty
in 1978 I have
been engaged
in a variety of
pursuits including
management and
training in Trinidad
Captain George B. Meegan USMC (ret)
& Tobago, West
1955-1978
Indies. At long last,
I decided to pursue
other activities - participation in veteran activities with the
Marine Corps League, VFW, Kiwanis Club, Military Officer
Assn., Young Marines. Additionally, I am an active member
of my parish as usher.
A Marine Security Guard of any era stands well before
any US citizen because they appreciate the enormous
responsibility in representing their country.
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In Memorium
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By Contributing Writer John Sommerhauser
With sadness and heavy hearts, we announce the passing
of long-time MEGA member Jim Sommerhauser on Sunday,
December 5, 2021. Jim was preceded in death by his
precious bride, Betty. At the time of her passing, they were
married for 63 years.
Jim’s paternal ancestors emigrated to the United States
from Koln, Germany, in the latter part of the 19th century.
Thus, with a highly independent spirit from the get-go, he
was eager to see beyond the boundaries of small-town
America. He grew up in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, the younger
of two sons. Jim attended Franklin High School, enjoyed
swimming, motion pictures, pinball games, and became an
Eagle Scout at age 13.
Ten days after his 17th birthday, he was in San Diego Recruit
Depot as a Marine Boot. Thus began an honorable and
decorated career that would soon include Embassy Duty in
Kabul, Afghanistan, from 1951-53. It was there that he met
the love of his life, Betty Riggle. They were married at the
Italian legation in Kabul, December 1952.
Betty grew up in Rochester, Michigan, the second of four
daughters. A popular and dutiful high school student Betty
managed a busy social schedule but felt hemmed in by the
expectations for hometown girls. She applied to the State
Department after a brief stint in college and two short-term
secretarial positions in the Baltimore/Washington area. Betty
was offered a job in a country who many Americans had no
idea Kabul existed.
The experience of Afghan kindness and hospitality, and the
sheer adventure of it all—formed the foundation of a joyful,
loving, supportive partnership that continued throughout
their lives.
In 1953, Jim received orders to Marine Corps Air Station, El
Toro, returning the couple to the United States. The first of
their three children were born in 1954—on November 10—
Betty confidently assumed the roles of mother, household
manager, and Marine wife.
Jim was later deployed to Japan (1955-56), combat duty
in Vietnam (1966-67) and Okinawa (1969-70). He served at
Marine Corps bases in California, North Carolina, Texas, and

James E. Sommerhauser June 18, 1931 – December 5, 2021
Betty J. Sommerhauser June 21, 1929 – July 20, 2015

Headquarters Marine Corps in Virginia. Two additions were
added to the Sommerhouser Family Tree. Jim retired at
Marine Corps El Toro Air Station as a Captain in 1971.
Jim’s and Betty’s second act occurred mainly in Orange
County, California, where the family settled in 1975. Jim
joined Fullerton Mortgage and Escrow and worked there
through the early 1990s. He earned a bachelor’s degree
at Cal State Long Beach and retired again in 1992. Betty
worked in school administration with the Saddleback Valley
Unified School District for more than 15 years, retiring in 1990.
They toured the world in 358 days during 1993, a retirement
gift to themselves. Sadly, they were strongly advised by US
embassy officials not to attempt to cross into Afghanistan, as
planned. They returned to the internationally praised Dean’s
Hotel in Peshawar, Pakistan, where they had honeymooned
40 years earlier.
Never to take a back seat in life, they were long-term
volunteers at the San Diego Mission Regional Medical
Center and the Norman P. Murray Community & Senior
Center in Mission Viejo and devoted parishioners at St.
Kilian’s Catholic Church. They also maintained active
membership in the Marine Embassy Guard Association, the
Marine Corps Mustang Association, the Military Officers
Association of America, and the Semper Fidelis Society.
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continued from previous page
Jim’s and Betty’s life and legacy as a couple in every way
are exemplified by honor, courage, and commitment, the
core values of the United States Marine Corps. Both Jim and
Betty are equally loved and missed by immediate survivors:
two siblings, three children, two daughters-in-law, a son-inlaw, six grandchildren, two great-grandchildren, nieces and
nephews in several states, and many dear friends worldwide
over. Their Interment together was at the National Cemetery
in Riverside, California, on January 13, 2022. They now rest
in peace in Section 70, Site 980, together again.

Editorial Note: Kabul MSG
William G. McNeal (1928-1978) John J. Murt. (1917-2000)
Adam J. Kasperski (1929-2011) George E. Hoffman
(1930-2012)
Harry G. Lock (1924-2013) James E. Sommerhauser
(1931-2021)

Semper Fidelis,
JS

Public Service Announcement By Board Member “Doc” Doolittle
Recently I listened to a webinar offered by the Veterans Administration (VA) on the topic of VA Burial benefits offered
and the resources available for all honorably discharged veterans be posted. As my father, a retired US Navy veteran
and I used to say to one another ‘No one gets out alive’ as the circle of life comes to a close. It is not harsh no
inaccurate, but often times not discussed or considered due to someone’s age.
It is wise to plan for the future which includes ‘the end’ and by making use of this service offered by the VA any
member can take one thing off the list of what needs to be done when a veteran passes. As the information
presented states; it does not guarantee the deceased a ‘reservation’ for burial in a national cemetery, it does make
sure that validation of benefits is completed making it easier to receive the benefits offered by the VA.
By visiting this link, https://www.va.gov/burials-memorials/pre-need-eligibility/ you can take the steps or at least
be aware of that is necessary to become registered. It is my recommendation you share this information with any
veterans you know in the event they are unaware.
Editor’s Note: Submitted as a webpage and posted on the MEGA website links page under ‘Resources’

Military Transition To Civilian Life: A Guide for Veterans
Transition To Civilian Life: A Guide for Veterans
MSG Veterans: We know transition into civilian life can be daunting.
www.militarytimes.com/veterans-transition-survival-guide-feature/
may provide a kick-start toward a secure future.
Semper Fi,
Jerry Paull - Life Member since 12/2/2002
Service Dates: 56-61;63-81 | MSG Class: Jun-58 Embassies: Copenhagen DK 58-60
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MEGA ELECTION BALLOT - 2022
Candidates for position of Director – Three (3) Year Term (Vote for THREE)

n Jeremy LANGFORD
n Aric LONCHAR
n Steven MAXWELL
n Fred SAMARELLI
n Stephen SHUGA
n (write-in candidate) ______________________________
Candidate for position of Treasurer – Three (3) Year Term (Vote for ONE)

n Juan Jose “JJ” DELEON
n (write-in candidate) ______________________________

Print Name________________________________________Date ___________________
Signature of Voting Member__________________________________________________
(Your ballot must be signed to be valid)
Return to:
Tim Wood Elections@embassymarine.org 2707 Cole Ave, #339 (407) 969-8373
BALLOTS MUST BE SUBMITTED BY USPS OR E-MAIL AND MUST BE POST MARKED TO
TIM WOOD BY April 15, 2022
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MEGA ELECTION CANDIDATES - 2022
JEREMY R. LANGFORD
Jeremy Langford was born January 26, 1981, and raised in Vinita, Oklahoma. His Marine
Corps service spanned from May 24, 1999 - December 31, 2020. He was the Honor Graduate
of Marine Security Guard School Class 5-10 and the recipient of the Leadership Award.
He served as Detachment Commander in Antananarivo, Madagascar and activated the
Detachment in Djibouti, Djibouti. He was hand selected to serve as an Instructor Advisor at
the Marine Security Guard School in Quantico, Virginia. In May of 2013, he was selected to
activate and serve as the first Senior Enlisted Advisor for the Marine Security Guard Security
Augmentation Unit. In 2018 he returned to serve as the Group Operations Chief and retired in
December of 2020.
ARIC B. LONCHAR
GySgt Aric B. Lonchar enlisted into the Marine Corps in June of 2008 under the 0621 Radio
Communication contract. From January 2009 until September 2012, GySgt Lonchar served
with 3rd Battalion 4th Marines (3/4) completing two deployments in Afghanistan. Upon
completion of his tour with 3/4 GySgt Lonchar reported to MCRD San Diego to serve as a Drill
Instructor and Senior Drill Instructor with 2nd Recruit Training Battalion. In November 2015
GySgt Lonchar reported to MWCS – 28 to serve as the Transmission Platoon SNCOIC and
later into 2016 serving as a Sergeant Instructor for Officer Candidate School. From 2017 to
2019 GySgt Lonchar served with the Georgian Liaison Team deploying to Afghanistan with the
11th Georgian Infinity Battalion. Since January 2020, GySgt Lonchar has served with Marine
Corps Embassy Security Group as the Detachment Commander for U.S. Embassy Riga, Latvia
and recently as an Instructor Advisor for MCESG Schools.
STEVEN I. MAXWELL SGT, U.S. MARINES MEMBER #01721
Steve Maxwell is an Account Manager for Allied Universal Security, where Steve energetically
manages and coordinates all aspects of the Security & Fire Department for its Ford Motor
Company client in Avon Lake Ohio. Responsibilities include all activities relating to Security &
Fire, acts as the Emergency Response Coordinator, and liaisons with 3 municipal jurisdictions
that neighbor its massive 500+ acre site. Steven ensures all team members are initially
and annually trained in emergency response techniques; to include Confined Space Entry,
Hazardous Material Response, and Rescue at Heights as well as Medical & Fire response.
Steven has received numerous certificates of recognition, a world class leadership award, and
various other commendations while serving in his current role by meeting and/or exceeding
the client’s expectations. Among other distinctions in the field Steven helps the company and
client’s fiscal responsibility by effectively scheduling, billing and recommending cost saves
when/where possible.
Steven has recently served as the Communications Committee Chairmen and was on the
2021 MEGA Reunion committee.
Steven likes exercising and working around the yard when he is not enjoying family life. A
proud 8 year veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps who serves on the disciplinary board at the
local Am Vets post #32.
MEGA NEWSLETTER
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FRED SAMARELLI CURRENT BOARD MEMBER TERM 2019 – 2022
Life Member- Karachi, Pakistan 1977 – 1978 Manila, Philippines 1978 – 1979
Marines, I have served on many committees as a life member of MEGA. More recently, I have
been happily servings as a board member. I have attended and contributed helpfully at most
of our reunions. After a few years as an infantry squad leader, I worked and then attended
MSG school. I have 5 Honorable Discharges, Army ROTC, PA National Guard (Combat
Engineer/Tank Driver), VA National Guard (intelligence), USNR (intelligence) and USMC.
Hospitalized Feb 1979 after the first takeover of the Embassy in Iran while off duty in Manila,
Attacked by Iranian students.
I hope I can count on your vote to continue as a Board Member.
CANDIDATE FOR DIRECTOR OF MEGA 2022 – 2025 STEPHEN SHUGA
Seeking your approval / vote to fulfill an open Director position within MEGA. Retired Marine
Corps GySgt, MSG tours 1980 – 1984 (Jeddah, SA – Stockholm, SE – Kinshasa, ZR – San
Salvador, ELSL); Past State Commander Florida American Legion, former Director of the
National American Legion Press Association / Media Associations, Indianapolis, IN supported
nationwide membership, quarterly newsletters, annual awards and recognition programs.
Exceptional knowledge, skills, and abilities; valued communicator, team player, and mentor.
Aimed to maintain MEGA’s programs, professional relationships; increase membership growth,
and established repour with our U.S. Military leadership past, present, and future.
Supporting a variety of military associations with Life Memberships that include MEGA #01831,
The American Legion, MCL, and VFW. Residing in Orlando, Florida.
JUAN JOSE “JJ” DELEON FOR MEGA TREASURER
Greetings, members of the Marine Embassy Guard Association! I am enthusiastically
requesting your consideration in me becoming the treasurer for MEGA. I am an active duty
Staff Sergeant that just spent the last six years attached to MCESG, three as a watchstander
at U.S. Embassies Kinshasa, Madrid and MSAU and three years at the headquarters as the
Comptroller Chief. I am a Financial Management Marine by trade. MSG is all I’ve known for the
past six years in a professional setting and my time spent with MCESG is among my proudest
accomplishments besides being a father and a husband. I hope to bring my experience with
MCESG over to MEGA to execute the financial vision of our directors and enhance the legacy
of our organization.
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Bylaws Of The Marine Embassy Guard Association
ARTICLE IV
MEMBERSHIP
Section 4-01. Membership. Membership in The Marine Embassy Guard Association shall be determined as
follows:
Membership shall be open to Marines who previously served or are presently have on active duty in the ranks of the
United States Marine Corps. It includes both men and women, active duty, reserve, retired, and honorably
discharged Marines. They are, and shall be known as, "MARINE EMBASSY GUARDS.".
Section 4-02. Charter Members. Charter members are the 300 members whose applications were received and
who were accepted into membership during the enrollment period.
Section 4-03.1 Regular Membership. Membership in The Marine Embassy Guard Association is open to all former
or present officers and enlisted men and women of the United States Marine Corps now serving with or who were
assigned to any Marine Corps Embassy Guard position and who meet the eligibility requirements to wear the
Marine Corps Security Guard Ribbon (MCSGR) in accordance with the current SECNAV M-1650; or Marines who
are currently assigned to Marine Corps Embassy Security Group (MCESG) who graduated from Marine Security
Guard (MSG) School; MSG Officer Course; or MCESG Orientation Training, and will be eligible for the MCSGR.
Applicants must have completed or are completing all assigned duty tours without being relieved for disciplinary
reasons and remain on active duty or have received an Honorable Discharge. Applicants of MSG Bn and Lettered
Companies who have received the MSG ribbon also qualify for regular membership if they provide proof of
receiving the MSG ribbon, no exceptions. Proof of participation must be included with application in the form of a
DD-214, travel orders, MSG School graduation certificate, or other acceptable documents. (Only one is needed)
Section 4-03.2 Graduate Marines Eligible for Membership
Graduates are eligible for membership during their respective periods of service with MCESG. However, eligibility
will be revoked if the Marine is relieved from duty for disciplinary reasons or infractions. Upon a successful
completion of their assignment and after being awarded the MCSGR, they will be a regular member under Section
4-03.1
Section 4-03.3 Proof of Eligibility
Proof of eligibility must be included with application in the form of a DD-214, MSG School graduation certificate,
Change of Duty Station SRB entries or vouching endorsement by current MEGA member. (Only one is needed.)
Section 4-04. Associate Membership. Associate membership is available to those who are not qualified to be a
Regular Member. Associate members shall have all the privileges of membership, except the right to vote, hold
National Office or Directorship (unless otherwise qualified), and shall pay regular dues.
Section 4-05. Honorary Membership. Honorary membership may be conferred upon a distinguished person, or
the Spouse or Parent of a Deceased Marine Security Guard. The Board of Directors shall confer or revoke honorary
membership by majority vote. Honorary members shall have all the privileges of membership, except the right to
vote, hold a National Office or Directorship (unless otherwise qualified), and shall be exempt from payment of
dues.
Section 4-06. Life Members Fees. Any member of the Marine Embassy Guard Association who is in good standing,
may become a life member, upon payment of the fee, as required herein. A life member shall not be subject to
payment of further dues. Such members shall have all the privileges, and benefits enjoyed as a member so long as
that life member shall live. The Board shall establish life membership fees from time to time.
Section 4-07. Member in Good Standing – Defined. All members shall be considered to be in good standing in the
Marine Embassy Guard Association, except when:

(1) Required dues are not paid, or transmitted, on or before the due date.
(2) A member is indebted, or in arrears to the Corporation. And has the right to appeal to the Board of Directors
to set aside the indebtedness or arrears with a majority vote of the Board.

Section 4-08. Membership Dues. The annual fee for membership in The Marine Embassy Guard Association, and the
date for such annual fee, will be set by the Board of Directors and published in the "MEGA-NEWS.”, email, web page
and other mass communication as approved by the Board of Directors.
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NEED TO PAY MEMBERSHIP DUES?
You can pay your membership dues via PayPal or Check.
Visit https://embassymarine.org/dues-payment/ for more information.
Annual dues for Regular Members is $30.00 for 1 year and
$75.00 for 3 years (save $15.00).
Please check your account on the website to confirm your due date.
Questions?
Contact Kevin [ KJ ] Carleo, our Membership Chairman at
membership@embassymarine.org
or use the contact form available on the website.
For those members that would prefer to pay by mail, please make your check for
$30.00 for one year (or $75.00 for 3 years — a savings of 35.00 over 3 Years) payable to MEGA and mail to:
Kevin Hermening, MEGA Treasurer
P.O. Box 6226
Wausau, WI 54402-6226

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

COMMITTEE CHAIRS

Bob LIGHTY | Chairman | 2022
John BURKE | Vice Chairman | 2023
Bill STANSON | Secretary* | 2023
Kevin HERMENING | Treasurer* | 2022
Doc DOOLITTLE | Director | 2024
David HALE | Director | 2024
Anthony (Tony) Frasco | Director | 2024
Fred SAMARELLI | Director | 2022
Steve MAXWELL | Director | 2022
Tim WOOD | Director | 2023
Kevin CARLEO | Director | 2023

David HALE | Chaplain
Tim WOOD | Election
Kevin CARLEO | Webmaster, Membership, Historical Archives
Vincent DOWNES | Reunion 2021,
MCESG Executive Liaison and Ship’s Store
Fred SAMARELLI | Technology
Steve MAXWELL | Communications
Ed VASGERDSIAN | Newsletter
Tom BUTLER | Legal Advisor

* MEGA’s Secretary & Treasurer are elected separately from other BOD members; they also serve as the only standing “Officers” of the
organization, in accordance with MEGA’s Bylaws.

To Contribute New Media to our website or newsletter: Go to https://embassymarine.org/contribute/ to submit photos,
documents (PDF or Microsoft Word) and videos. The following file types are authorized:
pdf, doc, docx, xls, xlsx, png, jpg, jpeg, bmp, gif, mp4.
Please provide descriptions for photos as applicable. Be sure to reference the respective filename for each description.
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